ADVISORY GROUP ROLE DESCRIPTION

Greenbuild Summit Advisory Groups

Activity Start Date: January 2020
Activity End Date: December 2020

Advisory Group Position Overview

Resilience Summit Advisory Group
The Resilience Summit Advisory Group is responsible for advising on the development and delivery of educational programming intended to meet the needs of attendees at the Resilience Summit at the annual Greenbuild International Conference & Expo. Elevating equity is the landmark strategy in building resilience within the lives of people, their communities, and infrastructure.

Global Health and Wellness Summit Advisory Group
The Global Health & Wellness Summit Advisory Group is responsible for advising on the development and delivery of educational programming intended to meet the needs of attendees at the Global Health & Wellness Summit at the annual Greenbuild International Conference & Expo. The Global Health & Wellness Summit brings together employers, building owners, designers, developers, manufacturers, employees, and investors who are unlocking enormous benefits and potential in their buildings by committing to green, healthy buildings.

Goals

- Facilitate dialogue among a diverse group of individuals and partner organizations that are focused on a broad scope of water related issues.
- Leverage the prestige, network of people and market-based knowledge of each group member to guide summit programming and develop a compelling and dynamic program.
- Identify new, lesser-known and exceptional community-based projects and local leaders to highlight through the Greenbuild Summit platform.

Benefits

All advisory group members will receive a complimentary pass to their Summit at Greenbuild and the opportunity to network with other Summit advisory group members.

Qualifications

Required
- Represent the perspective of their organization and/or subject matter expertise as an advisor on the creation of Summit programming. Each member agrees to attend at least three planned conference calls between February and June 2020.
• Promote the Summit through their organizations’ communications channels. Group members will leverage their contacts and affiliations to advance the development of the Summit program and attendee registration.
• Attend either the Resilience or Global Health and Wellness Summit in San Diego, CA, November 2, 2020

Preferred
• Previous Greenbuild attendance
• Educational programming/abstract review experience for Greenbuild and/or other industry conferences
• Relevant Professional Accreditations – please specify during application
• LEED-certified project design, construction, operations and/or management experience

Time Commitment
Summit Advisory Group Members are required to commit to three, one-hour conference calls, and review sessions submitted to the Summit program. Summit Advisory Group members are also required to attend the Summit at Greenbuild 2020 on November 2, 2020 and attend one debrief conference call in December 2020. Advisory time is estimated at one hour per month over this time.

Term Limits
Each term will be for one year. Individuals may not serve on more than one Greenbuild Advisory Group during a term year. Any one organization may not have more than one representative on any one Advisory Group, except for federal government agencies. Additionally, individuals are limited to four consecutive years on any one Advisory Group.

How to Submit an Expression of Interest with Greenbuild
Anyone interested in serving on this Board must complete the Expressions of Interest. The deadline for submissions is Monday, January 14 at 11:59pm EST. Notifications of appointment will be sent in January. Incomplete and/or late submissions will not be considered.

Please contact program@greenbuildexpo.com if you have any questions.

Thank you for your interest in joining a Greenbuild Advisory Group!